Bayesian Migration Paper
PAPER: Using telemetry and a Bayesian hidden Markov model to identify mixed migration strategies while accounting for sample selection bias PROGRAM: Plotmig_ns.R DESCRIPTION: Reads in MCMC iterates from BayesFit.R and creates all plots contained in the paper. AUTHOR: John Fieberg Make sure everything points to the correct working directory (will work when cutting and pasting code or "spinning" using the 'spin' function in the knitr package) spin <-ifelse(basename(getwd()) == "Scripts", 1, 0) wd <-ifelse(basename(getwd()) == "Scripts", gsub("/Scripts", "", getwd()), getwd()) opts_knit$set(root.dir = wd) remove anything in the working memory rm(list = ls(all = TRUE))
Load libraries library(gplots) library(doBy)
Now, load in most recent output from BayesFit_ns.R load("./output/Modelfit_ns.Rdata")
Determine the number of new deer collared in each year n.cap <-summaryBy(fall ~ deer.id, FUN = c(min), data = fmig) table(n.cap$fall.min) ## ## 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005  ##  11  13  16  14  4  23  19  1  12  1  24  9  2  6  13 Determine the number of deer Pull off some basic information # Proportion of the uncollared population that is estimated to be an Figure 2A (side = 1, at = c(1993, 1998, 2003), labels = c("'93-'94", "'98-'99", "'03-'04") (side = 1, at = c(1993, 1998, 2003), labels = c("'93-'94", "'98-'99", "'03-'04") ) mtext(side = 3, line = 1, cex = 1.4, "B) ", adj = 0) # Panel C: plotCI (yr, diffpop.samp[, 1], li = diffpop.samp[, 2], ui = diffpop.samp[, 3] , xaxt = "n", xlab = "Year", type = "l", ylab = expression(paste("Selection bias , ", tilde(pi[list(1, t)]) -hat(pi[list(1, t)]))), gap = 0.2, lty = 2, pch = 16, cex = 1.4) axis (side = 1, at = c(1993, 1998, 2003) , labels = c("'93-'94", "'98-'99", "'03-'04")) par(new = T) plot (yr, wsis2, ylim = c(-100, 200) , new = T, col = "darkgrey", lwd = 2, yaxt = "n", xlab = "", ylab = "", type = "l", xaxt = "n") axis (sid = 4, at = seq(50, 200, 50) 
